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Airport parking is a carefully orchestrated system, where the operator has 
to closely monitor thousands of vehicles to make sure everything flows 
smoothly from entry to parking spot to the exit.

At Get My Parking, we’ve optimized our smart parking platform to automate 
and streamline airport parking. Our solutions have streamlined parking in 
25 airport car parks across the world.

The GMP platform is capable of helping you remotely manage more than 
just parking, with its capabilities extending to app-less transactions, 
detailed parking analytics and reports, advanced AR-Permit automations 
and a powerful consumer support system.

Airport Parking 
Sessions

Airport Car Parks 
Digitized60K+

24
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Enable online parking reservations at your 
airport car park through a white-labeled 
consumer app. Travelers can book spots 
in advance, create and manage sessions, 
and pay online for a lightning-fast parking 
experience.

Tailor-made with your brand colors
Easy navigation to the car park
View car park details and rate structures
Manage vehicles and payment methods
Apply retail validations and save up

For short term parkers who are just passing by for pick-ups or drop-offs, 
downloading a parking app can be quite a commitment. With GMP QR, 
parking is app-less, cash-less and convenient.

Scan a QR to start a session
Get a white-labeled web app
Sign up with just a phone number
Pay online using any method
Easy to set up and maintain

Set up online reservations for parking.

Customizable for short term visitors
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Permits perfected for long-term parkers.
Airports have a large number of long-term parkers, including regular 
travelers, airport staff, retail employees, cab drivers, logistics vehicle 
operators etc. 

The Get My Parking platform comes with a robust permit management 
system that automates and digitizes your parking contracts, making things 
simpler for both you and your parker.

A white-labeled web app for parkers to manage permits, payments 
and cars

Parkers can set up corporate or business profiles to use employee 
permits

Customizable Flexi-permits for parkers with a hybrid work schedule 

Prevent overcharging for parking with daily, weekly and monthly 
maximas

Automate and streamline invoices and bulk permits with self-serve 
AR portals
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Digitize fleet parking at your airport.
Everyday, countless vehicles pass through airport parking lots as part of 
fleets of taxis, rental cars and large carriers. Get My Parking solutions are 
optimized to provide fleets with halt-free access without the hassles of 
payment.

We have integrations with car rental companies like SIXT and Miles so that 
their vehicles can breeze in and out of airports.

Fleets can purchase pre-paid parking time or permits in bulk and offer cars 
with pre-paid parking to their contract drivers.

Our system identifies fleet vehicles by their license plate and automatically 
grants them access. Fleet drivers don’t have to worry about managing their 
accounts or payments.

Make sure your parking spots are distributed optimally among the different 
groups of visitors in your car park! Set up quotas for each user group or 
fleet.

Pre-sell parking to fleets

Ticketless entry and automatic payments

Quota management for multiple fleets
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Set up error-free barriers with expert 
back-up for support.
No one wants to miss a flight because of a queue for parking, which is why 
you need halt-free, lightning-fast access combined with reliable and risk-
free gate management in your airport parking lots.

GMP Access is an IoT GateKit that fits seamlessly with your existing gates 
and automates them to be smarter and faster. 

Set up touchless, cashless payment methods
Plug N Play installation in just four hours
LPR, RFID or Reverse QR technology
Supported by a white-labeled parking app

Take remote control of your offline barrier gates 
24/7 customer support backed by a team of experts
Up your security with account-specific access restrictions
Powerful reinforcement APIs to abide with security standards
Set up hassle-free payments for nested car parks 

Set up lightning-fast access

Control everything remotely
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Control all your locations from one 
place.

Keep track of every parker, vehicle and session in your airport with a 
powerful dashboard. 

Organizes your parking data into infographic reports 
Track parking trends across your portfolio with critical alerts
All consumer details at your fingertips to provide quick resolutions
Create retail validations, rate structures and permits
Prioritizes data security, with a GDPR-compliant data infrastructure.
Customize hierarchical access to each module
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A white-labeled solution handmade for 
you.
Set up a custom-branded parking app. Build your brand as an airport 
parking operator, attract loyal parkers with app referral schemes and boost 
your revenue.

Your cross-platform app comes custom-branded with your brand theme, 
colors and features of your choice. 

Parkers can view car park rates, reserve spots in advance and navigate to 
the airport using the app. It also lets them add and manage cars, cards and 
employee parking privileges.

Customize your app with API integrations. Link to third-party portals where 
you offer other airport services.

Your data is securely stored in an encrypted, GDPR-compliant data 
infrastructure.

Tailor-made with your brand colors

Packed with features

On-demand API Integrations

Your data is safe with us
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Make your airport future-ready.
Airports need to meet the demands of a rapidly changing mobility industry, 
especially as epicenters of large-scale logistical operations. From EV 
Charging to automated valet facilities, make sure your airport is set up 
with cutting-edge parking technology.

Offer your EV charging services on your airport parking app. 

Users can easily find chargers
Scan a QR to pay online
Real-time reports on energy usage
OCPI-compliant solutions

With automated valet parking (AVP), 
parkers can drop their car off in the 
designated area and their vehicle will 
park itself in a free spot. Our platform 
has successfully deployed AVP in 
collaboration with the Mercedes Me 
app at the Stuttgart Airport.

Boost your EV charging services

Say hello to automated valet parking!

Image Credits : https://twitter.com/BoschGlobal/status





The upgrade your airport 
car parks deserve.
Make sure that parking is the last thing that visitors at your airport 
worry about. With GMP solutions, every visit to your airport starts 
and ends with a happy parking experience.

Contact us at:

sales@getmyparking.com
www.getmyparking.com

Get a demo today!

Scan QR Code

https://calendly.com/hi_gmp/demo-gmp?embed_domain=www.getmyparking.com&embed_type=PopupText&back=1&month=2023-06

